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Abstacl The UE taffic assigrrment model is formulated with the crisp tavel time even
though perfect information may not be always given in real transport networks. This
model might be called as a deterministic taffic assigment. Recently, the random number
has been inroduced to illusrate the disfribution of the perceived travel times of individual
drivers. This type of the model can describe SUE (stochastic user equilibrium) state. On
the other hand, the travel time for the paths can be described u afuzzy number in terms of
human ambiguous perception. In this study, the possibility measure can be used to
compare the fuzzy numbers. The route choice behaviour is modelled with the values of
possibilities between fuzzy goal and the fivzy tavel time for the individual travel paths. It
would be proposed thatfuzzy user equilib,rium situation (FLIE) might be calculated with the
similar method in the SUE assigrment.

1. INTRODUCTION

Traffic assigrment is the technique to estimate raffic flows on links in an urban fansport
network. The route choice bahaviour has been described with the assumption of perfect
travel time information on the networks in the standard estimation. The crisp number has
been commonly used to describe the travel times of drivers. Therefore, it is assumed that
the tavel time is perceived such as 10 minutes, 35 minutes in the exect numbers. The
taffic is loaded on the shortest path between the origin and the destination in the traffic
assignment. It corresponds to the assumption that all drivers chose the shortest paths in
terms of crisp value of tavel time. However, many uncertain factors may be involved in
the perceived tavel time because it might not be rcalized that drivers have got perfect
information for all their possible routes.

Furthermore, the other factors as tavel cost, safety and comfort may influence the route
choice in the real wodd. This observation shows that some other routes which have larger
travel time than the shortest path might be chosen by drivers. The stochastic traffic
assigrrnent is developed to consider the uncertain factors of perceived travel times. In this
approach, the probability distribution of the perceived travel time is assumed because
drivers just have imperfect information. The OD traffic is loaded on links of the network
according to the route choice probability.

On the other hand, ambiguous factors are observed in subjective recognition of drivers for
travel times. The fuzzy traffic assignment is p,roposed to consider these factors in this
research. Particulady, the traffic assigrment with fuzzy travel time is introduced. In tttis
model, a perceived travel time of a driver can be quantified with certain range of perception.
In this way, a realistic description of route selection would be proposed. The prediction of
traffic on the network is discussed as well.
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2. TRAVELTIME DBSCRIPTION WITH FUZZY NUMBERS

The idea of fuizy travel time is intoduced to formulate the fuzzy taffic assignment,on the

transport networi(. Afuzzy number is a ambiguous number on the real axis such as "about
15" ($akawa, 1989) . Therefore, the subjective recognition of drivers can be illustrated by
fuzzy number in the expression of tavel time. It reflects that drivers chose routqs with
fuz,zy taffic information in real situation.

2.1 Arithmetic Operation on tbzzy Thavel Tlmes
AEwzy number G OescriUea by certain type of membership function. In the formulation
of the itudy, triangular typ iuzzy numbers (Triangular Fuzzy Numbers; Kaufmann &
Gupta, 1986) are useO in thl description of travel time. Generally, a T. F. N. is exp'ressed

with a form illustated in Figure 1. The fu2ry number might be labelled as "about arl'. It
corresponds to the linguistic variables in this model.

qa2

Ftg. I The Oufline ofThiangularFuzzy Number

A tiangular fuzzy number can be defined by the riplet (o'a, a). Assume two T. F. N. s

A and B by the triplets as A= (dp a, ar) and B=(b, b2, Dr), the extended sum operation on
two T. F. N. s gives a T. F. N. as follows:

A(+)B = (a,arar) (+) b'b2,\)

= (ar+b1, arlb, ar+br) (1)

The operation is based on the extexsion principle for fuuy sets. It is known that the fuzzY
number, A(+)B is described by a T. F. N. as well. If the link travel time is described as

fuz.zy numbr, a htzzy path travel time can be obtained as a sum of fuuy link travel times
in the same manner. As a result, the path tavel time can be illustrated as T.F.N.

2.2 Comparison Between Fuzzy Thavel Tlmes
T[,o concepts have been mentioned to order or rank path fuzry travel times in the similar
researches. There are the method with 'the rep,resentative value" and the method with "the

a3

A=(at a, aj)
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value of index', (Shao & Akiyama, 1994). In the first idea, the typical represerttation

values, "the total time differente" and "the center of gravity value" have been introduced.

In this research, "possibility measure" is used as an index of distance between fuzzy

tavel times accordirig to ttre iecond idea. Fvuy measure is a sort of scale which conside'rs

r-Uigr"* n.t ." of-individuals. First of all, 
- 

a pos-sibility TgPge and an inevitability

."*ir" are mentioned as basic fuzzy measures. After the definitions, the comparison

between thefivzy numbers are considered by using "possibility measures".

2.2.1 Defnition of Possibility Measures
D"iilth" 

"tt f sets (non-fuiry sets), A and B, which belong to the universe Q' The

function nB(A) is defined :

fIp(A) =

AnB*A

others

VACQ (21

{,

Theelementsof subsetBarepossible!obelongtosubset Aif AnB*@. Therefone, the

measure can show the degreebf belonging possibility with the value as 0 or 1'

Assume that, is an element in Q., the function fI"(A) can be described with characteristic

functions, cnkl arrrdcr0) for subsets A and B as follows:

nr(A) = sup min{crk), cn(r)} (3)

t€O

Similarly a necessity measure can be defined as a dual function to the possibility measure'

ttrese difinitions are easily extended to measures onfuzzy numbers.

2.2,2 Conparison of Fxzzy Numbers with Possibility lVt*ry"5 
- .

The index of ranking tirik"y numbers have been pioposed by Dubois and Pradel).4'

The index can be rec-ogrrized as extensions of the poisiUitity measures and the necessity

,,,"**o to fuz.zy subies. Define the membership functions, pu (u) and P x k\ of fuz-zy

subsets M and N. The measures are defined as follows:

Pos(M2il) = sup min{po(z), pn(v)}

Pos(M>trf) = jn g--tur(r), 1-prn(v)]

Nes(M>il) = qty.a*{t- ptu(u\, Pr(v)}

Nes(M>trf) = 1-sup mn{pufu), pr(v)}

From the top to the *;, there are "the possibility F"t-Iv-IP greatqor equal to N',
p.*iurliry ti,at M is greater than N" "the necessity that M is greater or equal to N"
nthe necessity *rat M is greater than N'respectively.

2.2.3 Possibility Indices
rne rirst possibitity index as Pos(B2A) in equation (4) indicates the degree thatfuzzy

number A is gfeatel than or equal to ftzzy number B. This measure is formulated in the

(4)

"the
and
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following equation.
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r!)(a; = sup
r€Q

min{pr(.r), puk)l

As shown in Figure 2, the value of fI0) is corresponding to the point of intersection of
membership functions of fuzzy subset A and B. Similady, the value of [(2] can be given
corresponding to the point of intersection of membership functions of fuzzy subset A and
complementary subset of B.

/J

1.0

fI ru

f[ tzr

(s)

FIg. 2 Possibility Measures for Fuzzy Number B to A

The possibility index is used to describe route choice decision with funy travel time
information. Fuuy goal is intoduced because many values of the possibilities should be
detemined in multiroute choice models.

3. DESCRIPTION OF ROUTE CHOICE WITH FUZZY TR.AVEL TIME

Flow independent situation is assumed to demonstrate the description of route choice with
fuzzy tavel time. The shortest path algorithm is commonly used for the description of
route choice behaviour with crisp travel time in conventional assumption. Stochastic
assignment models are proposed to determine the probability of route choice to deal with
imperfect characteristics of traffic information (Sheffi & Powell, 1981). A route choice
model with fuzzy nformation may be p,roposed by expressing in comparison with these
methods in this research.

3.1 Route Choice Models
The route choice models are formulated corresponding to the assumptions for the behaviour
of drivers. As it reflects the different provision of traffic information, the different user
equilibrium might be deduced.

3.1.1 Shortest Path Modet
In the user equilibrium (UE) model, it is assumed that all drivers have got perfect information
on a netwmk and always take the route to minimize their travel time (Infrastructure Planning

ts'---'---'l\,
rl\,tta 

,'
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Committee, 1987). Therefore, the travel time for the path where certain OD traffic is
loaded becomes minimum among the paths on the network. The shortest path algorithm is
often used in practical applications. Dijksta method is used in the study. The detailed
algorithm can be seen in the references.

The deterministic model may not formulate all phenomena in the real world because there

are many uncertain factors. The elements of uncertainty should be considered to describe
realistic traffic flow on the networks. The random number in the stochastic approach
represents the probability for the travel time because the perceived values of individual
drivers distribute randomly. The occurrence of the events can be formulated by this
manner. On the contary, theluuy number can describe human perception for the tavel
time as a approximate number. The perceived range for the travel time of an individual
driver can be reated by fuzzy set representation. Therefore, it should be memorized that
stochastic approach and fuz.zy approach are independently rep,resenting the different aspecb

of uncertainty to the same event.

3.1.2 Stochastic Assignment Modet
It is assumed in UE model that perfect information is known by all drivers. However, it
seems to be difficult to p,rovide the precise information of overall network to the drivers.
Because of this situation, the drivers do not chose only the shortest route between origin
destination but the other route with certain proportion. Traffic flows on the links are

determined according to the p,robability distribution of path tavel time. The dial method
is used in 0re study. The detailed algorithm can be seen in the references.

3.1.3 Flrzzy Assignment Model
The tavel time is recogrized as a fuzzy number which has subjective width in Fuzzy
assignment model. An assignment method using "possibility index" is intoduced to describe

realistic route choice (Akiyama & Yamanishi, 1993) .

Fuzry goal, G is desigred w afuzzy subset to compare the tavel times for over the three
routes or more simultaneously (Itoh & Ishii, 1996). T\e fvzy goal G is regarded as a

target value that the tavel time between OD pairs is almost below the goal G.

A settlement of thefinzy goal is mentioned. At the beginning, the standard tavel time T
is determined. The value corresponds to the most desirable time of the driver for OD fip.
Practically, a travel time on the shortest path might be used for the value.

Afuzzy goal can be determined from parameters a and D for the left and right spreads of
the fuuy number on the basis of standard value T. The outline of the fuz.zy goal is shown

in Figure 3, where T^in= fr, T*= bT .

ltoU)

t sT^i^

, T,^1t 1T*

T*st

\\efuuy goal in Figure 3 may represent a sufficient level of driver who estimate the path

travel time between 7,, and T*, Although the linear function is assumed here, non linear
function would be available as well after some practical studies.

(6)
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Flg. 3 Fuzzy Goal Illustrated by Linear Fbnction

Assume thatafuzzy path tavel time A mdafuz,zy goal B are determined as shown in Fig.
4. The possibility measures of path travel time A to fuzzy goal B can be calculated
acconding to the definitions. It is interpreted that the value of possibility corresponds to the
achievement level of travel time to the p,redetermined goal B. In this sense, the value may
indicate the degree of acceptance for the drivers who chose the path.

In other words, a sort of utility for the path would be calculated with fuzzy traffic
information. Assume the utility function of the path i as U,=Utrry, the value of utility
should be increased in proportion to the value of possibility, fl In this sense, it might be
assumed as:

u,Zui, if H, 2 [, Q)

Therefore, it would be assumed that traffic flow occurs in proportion to the values of
possibilities for the paths. Conceming with the utility, the similarity of possibility measure
io the random utility in the logit model has been discussed in the related research (Henn,

1997, Akiyama, 1998).

1.0

Pos(B>A)

Fuzzy Goal: B Fuzzy Path Travel Time: A

Pos(DA)

4n T*

Ftg. 4 Possibility Measures for F\rzzy Thavel Time

lt

'-'-'---'-'
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In addition, it has been reported in earlier related studies that triangulat fuzzy number

$.f.N.) is applicable to describe perceived tsavel time and ttre sprel{ 
-of 

T.F.N. changes in

proportion to'the crisp travel time as f (Akiyama & Yamanishi, 1993). Therefore, the

description in Figure 4 might be accepted commonly.

According to the consideration, the calculation algorithm of the possibility method is

summarizd as follows:

[Algorittrml
Step 1: Atltzzy goal B is determined in advance.

Sti Zr me f,az* route travel times for individual O-D nairs ar.e determined as sums of
' tuzzy lini< travel times. In this calculation, the operation of extend sum can be

intoduced:
Step 3: A point of intersection between fuzzy goal B ?y! twzy route Eavel time A is' 

oUtainea as shown in Figure 4. The value of II on the vertical axis shows a

possibility index.
Step 4:'petermirie the choice probability for each route in proportion of the value of

possibility index.
Step 5: OD raffic is loaded to the rorte with each proportion.

3.2 Numerical Example for Calculation
The simple network is illustrated in Figure 5 to consider the model calculation more

realisticaily. There are five links with 0re BPR type cost functions as follows:

rtr) =r.tr+o,t(;)) (8)

These link data for the network are summarized in Table 1. Calculation steps can be shown

numencally with this example. Fuzzy link travel times are expressed as triangular fuzzy

;;b"r5ho*r, in Figure 5.^ Therefori, fvzzy travel times are expressed by attpletas (at,

t l3t) withparameten] aand pto determine the right andleft spreads of fuz.zy number. Let

us consider the traffic flow from node 1 to node 4. Three paths are observed. Each

methods becomes clear from comparison of each assigrment procedure.

-

Path I

Path2

Path 3

t p't
right spred

Fig. 5 Three Paths in Ihe Example Network

Jr
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Table I Link Data for The Networ{r

Step 1: Pqh I or path 2 become the shortest path when the performance functions with
crisp tavel time are used. The sho,rtest path travel time (T=9) gives a standard
value T of a fuzzy goal. A fuzy goal is determined by parameters a and D. In the
example, a=0.8, D=1.5 respectively.

Step 2: lurry route tavel time can be determined. For instance, the fwzy tavel time
for route 1 is calculated as follows:

Lor = t1i,*1 (+) t6r4
=(1.2,4.0, 4.8)(+)(1.0, 5.0, 5.5)
= (1.2+1.0, 4.0+5.0, 4.8+5.5)
= (2.2, 9.0, 10.3)

Similarly,

Lnz = (6.4, 9.0, 15.8)

L,r,s = (6.0, 11.0, 16.4)
Step 3: A value of possibility measure is regarded as an achievement level of the route

travel time in the previous step to thefuzzy goal. If the index as pos(B)A)is
introduced, it becomes trr=0.863 as a intersection between membership functions
for fuzzy travel time for route I andfuuy goal G which is shown in Figrire 6.

p

1.0

0.863

0.s92

t.z 7.v ru.J I5.) t
Fig. 6 Calcutation of Possibility Index

Similarly, achievement levels of route 2 and route 3 to the fuzzy goal are counted
d IIz=0.798 and Il=9.664 respectively.

Step 4:-Proportions of Route choice is calculated by using possibility index ff. For
instance, theproportion forroute 1 is counted:

Fuzzy Goal Fuzzy Travel Timefor Path 1

Pos(BPA)..
t t t t /,

-. -1. -. -
:

'.. itl

!l

.l,.t
:,r,
it
at
..,
a
t
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.., - [,wr=ffi
0.863

= os63;0r98;o;A

In this manner, the weights for the path flows are obtained as uf0.37l,wr=0'34.3

ufiw;0.285respectively'Inthisformulation,thelinearfglctionisassumedin
teorn" 6t relation-&tw*, ttt. route choice rate and the scale of ttre utility'

St"p Srfu"-f, -igi" a".tin"ti* tratic is loaded on the path corresponding to the weight

grvenin step4. Thus /.*, =600X0.371=223. SimiladY, vpttz=206, vput
'l7l are obtained.

The same algorithm should be applicable even though the index, Pos(B2A) is replaced

withpos(B > A) . The different \n"tue or the index us-o.sgz can be observed in Figure 6 for

the same examPle.

3.3 Calculation Results
Assume ttrat there 

"r" 
frO unit of flow going from node 1 to node 4. Assigrrment tqulq

of different methods ,;;;;;;. 
-firit 

of-uU, these calculation results are summarized

in Table 2. In DUkstr"-."tf,.[ tft. crisp-shortest route is chosen' Therefore' all 600 unit

traffic are loaded t ;;t" i ; rante^ 2. On the contr-ary, the loading weigh*-.are

calculated to atl reasonabi" -utut in Dial method. Therefoie, there are 38 unit of flow

coinq on path 3. rurtt "*or", 
the trip rates for three paths are mostly dispersed in the

fio.rlUitiry."thod considerin gtu:zzy travel times'

Table 2 Fbw IndependentAssignmentof Each Melhod

DikrfaMslDd
DalMahd

0=05

bsdbiliy MetlDd

=01 h= 4 =Lq ,=L5

Trip hE TrdficFlos *ridtt ?affic Flov n ?afnc Flfl T Traffic Bos

Path l r (o) roo (o) L42, 2S 0715 230 I l5
o( o (6m) L4?2 28 0612 t9? A5

Path 3 0 0 01s 93 0536 173 0.78 9 1?0

The change of assigred traffic is observed by change of parameter a,,b in the fuz'zy goal'

rne possititi ty, pis(B>A) is inroduced in the calculation. When the value of a is fixed

^ 
r=0.8, the value of D is changed. As a result of Table 3, it is known that the path flows

are imbalance as a value of D is small. The values of the possibility index for path travel

ti.* *" more dispersed when the gradient of afuzzy goal is steep'

(a=0.8, 6=1.5)

Similar results might be given from the other example with the possibility, Pos(B> A\'

Table 3 I[afiic Ftow Charqge with Parameters for Frrzzy Goal

b r05 l.l Ll5 1.2 L25 l3 L35 L4 L45 L5

Pih I 62 % xl 87 2y 23r 228 226 2A 2A

Prh 2 lgR 200 n2 n3 2M xt\ 205 2l)5 x6 2$

Prh 3 150 Itt t5? 160 t62 165 t67 168 1A tn
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The approp,riate parameters of fuzzy goal might be determined tough the survey on the
perception of drivers. Some results have been reported in the other researches (Akiyama,
& Yamanishi, 1993, Akiyama & Nomura, 1998).

4. A Tfafric Assignment wi0l FU"ry Thavel Ttmes

In this chapter, a assignment method withfuz.zy Eavel times is p,roposed considering with
the dependence between tavel time and flow. The network loading mechanism underlying
the UE assignment can be modelled by an all-or-nothing assignment process. Frank-Wol
method is used here. For the stochastic assignment, the method of successive average
(MSA) is intoduced with a stochastic network loading of the dial method. ln fuzzy
equilibrium assigrment, the MSA can be intoduced as well with the network loading by
the possibility method mentioned in the previous chapter.

4.1 Thaffic Assignment Algorithm
The main purpose of traffic assignme,nt is to estimate link flows on the transport network in
equilibrium. The route choice models for the individual drivers have been formulated on
the different assumptions. The traffic flow in each equilib,rium cmdition may be formulated
as a mathematical programming. Therefore, the p,roper optimization technique would be
intoduced to solve each problem (Sheffi, 1985).

4.1.1 User Equilibrium Assignment

fle user equilibrium (UE) assigrrment with the equal travel times principle announced by
Wardrop. The UE defines as "Fotr each OD pair, at user equilibrium, the tavel time on ail
Fed pltts is eqfal, and (also) less than or equal to the travel time that would be experienced
by a single vehicle on any unused path." An optimization method such as prank-Wotfe
technique is used to generate UE flow in this study. The detailed algorithm is well known
in the references (Sheffi, 1985).

4.1.2 Stochastic User Equilibrium Assignment
The stochastic user equilibrium (SuE) is considered. At SUE, no driver can improve his
or her perceived havel time by unilaterally changing route (Sheffi & Powell, 1981). The
method of successive average MSA) with the dial's network loading method is used as a
calculation algorithm. This method is well known as a standard technique. This detailed
algorithm can be seen in the references.

4.1.3 Fuzzy User Equilibrium Assignrnent
The MSA is utilized to generate stochastic user equilibrium flow on the network. T.ip
rat!! for the paths are determined by possibility measure in every calculation step (Akiyami
& Kawahara,1997'). Therefore, the algorithm is summarized as follows:

Step 0: Define the parameters, a andb for fuuy goal in advance.
Step 1: Perform an all-or-nothing assignment based on t0 = t,(0) .

Step 2: Determine {V,(')} UaseO on the possibility measures. Set counter n:=1

Step 3: Update. Set rj') = t.(V:'t) (by BPR function) corresponding ro lV|'tl wr5 tuzzy
travel times.

step 4: Determine path flow pattern {r,} wittr the possibility method based on /j').

Step 5: Search direction. yb+tt - V!il +Lg, -V:n)
n
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Step 6: Convergence test. If a convergence criterion is met, stop (the curent solution'- 
{y,0,}, isthesetof fuzzyequilibriumlinkflows);otherwise, setn:=n+l andgoto

step 3.

The MSA is well known as a solving algorithm for suE p'roblem' The convergence of the

.G;til[^ been confirmed even tlor-gt it may not be the most.efficient way. Therefore,

[";igil b" .".firmed that the fue atg6ritllm ionterges quite similarly because.onty]."

il;&;i"-;h;t* in SUB algorithm iirgtu""aq fuzzy ioute choice representation. It is

iufrort"d in the earlier study (Akiyama & Shao, 1999)'

4.2 Numerical E:rample for FUzzy User Equilibrium
en numericat exampli catcutation is caniei out by using an example of general origin

destination matrix shown in Table 4.

The network has nine links and six nodes as shown in FigUre 7. It'rc parameters for each

rinr. [J"r.ance function are listed in Table 4. The same type BPR functions as the

pn""iio* example .r" *"d. Therefore, user equilibrium assigrment is carried out under the

same condition as the previous chapter.

Table 4 Link Data for The Netrvork

Flg. 7 The Example Network with Fuzzy Links

links t a p o
1 4.0 0.2 1.5 100

2 3.0 0.5 1.8 100

3 2.0 0.3 1.2 100

4 5.0 0.8 1.1 100

5 7.0 0.4 1.6 100

6 8.0 0.6 1.7 100

7 7.0 1.0 1.0 100

8 5.0 0.8 1.5 100

9 3.0 0.7 t.6 100
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In the proposed algorithm for FUE, the incidence mafix between links and paths should
determined to prepare the reasonable paths between each OD pairs before the calculation.
As the path flows are considered as variables in the FLIE pnoblem, the algorithm demands
more computation effmts comparing to UE and SUE algorithm. Therefoe, this fmmulation
should be modified in further study to apply the algorithm to the practical problem as
traffic analysis in a large scale tansport network.

In the example, every reasonable paths for a OD pair is assumed to be known. In other
words, path flows are used as variables in the assigrment. Therefore, the taffic on a link
is obtained after the path flows are determined. 

-In 
this sense, it can be seen that the

ggryed algmithm has worked poperly. The resulb of diffesrt assignmant are summarized
in Table 6.

Table 6 Fruzy User Equilibrium Flow compared with UE and SUE

Thkamasa AKIYAMA and Tomoko NOMURA

Table 5 OD Matrix for Thc Example Networt

2 3 4 5 6 D-6
100 100 100 100 100 I

100 100 100 100 2
100 100 100 3

100 100 4
100 5

UE SUE
(H.s)

Fuznt IJB fu=0.8, b=1.5)

Pos(84) Pos(B>A)
link-1 230 235 )R7 261
fink-z 270 263 )17 239
link-3 214 224 ?n1 2s2
link-4 316 310 )R) 310
link-5 282 389 328 298
link-6 302 396 290 293
link-7 225 235 26s 254
link-8 273 26s )AA 253
link-9 227 232 256 247

As a result of fuzzy equilibrium assignment, the variation of link flow distribution seems
to be larger in FUE with Pos(82 A) comparing with UE and SUE results. On the other
hands, the distribution of link flow seems to be rather uniform in FUE with pos(B > A).
However, it cannot be concluded that ttris tendency is commonly observed in case of FUE.
The further analysis for link flow would be recommended to riveal the characteristics in
terms of practical applications.
There is another observation. As a path consists of more links, the path travel time tends
to be described as a number with more fuzziness, which is expressed as the width of
spreads in_ the fuzzy number. Thus, the different size of the left sp,rbad for fuzzy travel time
Senerate different biased traffic. At the same time, assigned traffic may chanle according
to the parameters for fuzzy goal asa and b, As the slope of membership function for fuzzy
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goal becomes steeper with a smaller value of a, the assigned traffic is dispersed. This
tendency has been already observed in the result of fuzzy flow independent assigrr.ment in
the previous chapter. It summarizes that the traffic flows are sensitive to change with
small range of fuzry goal in fuzzy user equilibrium (FUE).

It would be noted that the FUE can describe fuzzy percqtion of driver to the travel time
which is different from the probability distribution assumed in SLJE. Therefore, it may not
be discussed that the FUE can be superior to SUE. Apart from fte advantages of the
methods, the difference of the description would be known from the calculation results. [f
the FUE approach is intoduced, the fuzzy link travel times can be estimated as well as

equilibrium link flows. For example, traffic flows for link 4, link 5 and Link 6 are
estimated by the UE and the FUE according to the Table 6. The fuzzy times as well as
crisp travel time are derived from these values. Three crisp numbers and three fvzy
numbers are illusrated respectively in Figure 8. It is observed that the FUE can determine
not only different equilibrium flows but also fuzzy link travel times.

link 4(UE)

tink SUD link 6UE)
link6FUE)
IAI
i/ \i!

!
I

Enk 4(FUE) linkSFUE)

Fig. 8 The Crisp travel times and Fuzzy Ttavel Tlme for Some Links

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The faffic assignment with fvzzy travel time information is infoduced to consider the
perception of drivers on the network. The study aims to describe the bahaviour of drivers
with taffic information realistically. Research results are summarized :

Firstly, a method of comparison betrveen fuzzy numbers is proposed. Particularly, the
possibility measiures are taken to be an index of comparison. The possibility measure can
reflect on ambiguous characteristics of fuzzy number and give a numerical value for
magnitude of fuzzy number.
Secordly, thefuzy assignmantmethodwaspropcedbyuing pmsibilityindex Individual
possibility index value of each route is indicated comparing to a defined fuzzy goal. It is
assumed that trip rate for the path is given in proportion of the value of possibility. The
traffic flow is changed corresponding to the shape of fwzy travel time because it reflects
on the perception of drivers.
Thirdly, the algorithm of fuzzy user equilibrium (FUE) assignment is implemented. The
method of successive average MSA) can be applied to determine the taffic flow similarly
to the stochastic assigrrment. In the numerical example, the FUE flow can be observed.
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It is known that the propcsed algorithm can be applicable to FUE assignment with

Pos(B> A) as well asPos(B> A).

TVo issues are mainly raised for future subjects. Firstly, hnzy taffic assignment with
oossibiliw measure tras Ueen proposed. Apart from the possibility measure, the necessity

;6;t"., Nis(B>A) as wbtt as rues(a>A) might be introduced to describe realistic

situation. Therefore, this index reflects on more prudent judgment than the previous one.

(The detail would be seen in Appendix).
Secondly, path flows are used'as variables in the proposed algonithm fu fvz.ry equilibrium

"ssign111tnt. 
Link flows are determined after plth flows are assigred. Therefore, the

"f!o?tfr- 
may not be applied to large scale networts because a link-path incidence matrix

rfr"oria be given in adv'ance. firereiore, the de-rrelopmen!.9f- the algorittrm on the basis of
link flows 6 recommended to ap,ply to general networks (Akiyama, 1988)'

Furthermore, the hybrid number that has both characteristics of random number fr!fuoy
il;G isplanned io be applied to UE problem as well (Akiyama & Nomura, 1998).
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APPENDIX: The Route Choice Model rvi0r Standsrd Fuzzy ltavel Tlme

In the proposed method with possibility measure, the OD flow is assrgled in p,roportion to
the possibility index as Pos(B>- .4). In the modelling, the fiiuy goal is determined. The
membership value of fuzzy goal is equal to 1 as p^(xl = 1.0 when the tavel time is less
than the specific value. Therefore, the method with fuzzy goal can be named as a route
choice model with fuzry goal travel time (FGTmodel).

On the other hand, another type of fuzry measures as necessity, Nes(B> A) might be
used. In this case, it is assumed that driver would know the standard tavel time fon each
path as afizzy number. Otherwise, the index of necessity does not make sense. The fact
suggest another type of route choice model with Standard Puzzy Travel Time (SFT model).
The outline of standard ftzzy tavel time, S is illustated in Figure 8. thefinry measures
as Pos(.S 2 A) and rVes(S > /) are indicated as well.

1.0

Pos(S>-4)

Nes(S>A)

p(t)

a,t TL T tB,t TR t

S: Fuzzy Snndard T?avel Time
A: Fuziy Tlavel Timefor the Path

FIg. 9 The Outline of Standard FUzzy T[avel Time and F\tuy Measures
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